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1 Introduction

Liquid-Level Sensing (LLS) detects the presence and level of liquid in a container without any physical contact. There are various types of liquid-level sensors such as capacitive, mechanical float, inductive, magnetic, Hall effect, optical, acoustic density, and ultrasonic; each has advantages and disadvantages. Capacitive liquid-level sensing has become popular due to its low cost, high reliability, low power, sleek aesthetics, and seamless integration with existing control architectures.

Cypress’s PSoC 4 devices support liquid-level sensing with resolution down to 1 mm. Capacitive liquid-level sensing is provided through the use of the CapSense_CSD Component available in the free PSoC Creator™ Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The CapSense_CSD Component configures the on-chip CapSense peripheral hardware and provides required firmware for operation on PSoC 4 devices. The following key liquid-level sensing benefits are provided using CapSense:

- Non-contact measurement avoids contamination and cleaning problems.
- Sensors located on the exterior of a nonconductive liquid container simplify industrial design and improve product user experience.
- Optimized resolution and accuracy to support varying price points with a single, low-cost, base system
- Sensors may be constructed out of low-cost materials such as plastic substrates and conductive ink.

This application note provides details on the design of hardware, firmware, schematics, and BOM. See Code Example CE202479 for example projects demonstrating the concepts of this application note. The code example uses the combination of Arduino-compatible CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit and CY8CKIT-022 Liquid Level Sensing Shield.
This application note is for advanced users of Cypress’s CapSense technology. If you are new to CapSense technology, see the Getting Started with CapSense design guide. To learn about the implementation of CapSense technology on PSoC 4 devices, see the PSoC 4 CapSense Design Guide.

This application note focuses on areas that differ from traditional finger-touch applications using CapSense. It is important to remember that no two end designs are the same and that the design rules provided do not have hard limits unless specifically stated. Taking one or more design parameters near or past the advised limits may still work with reduced but acceptable performance, while the same performance may be unsuitable for another application. Use the provided design recommendations as guidance, and perform validation under your design conditions.

1.1 Beginner’s Resources
An overview of PSoC devices is available at www.cypress.com/psoc. The web page includes a list of PSoC device families, IDEs, and associated development kits. In addition, see the following documents to get started with PSoC 4 devices and CapSense technology:

- AN79953 – Getting Started with PSoC® 4
- Getting Started with CapSense®
- PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide
- CE202479 – Code Example for liquid-level sensing
- PSoC 101 Training series

2 System Description
A capacitive liquid-level sensing system comprises two key design elements:
1. Capacitive sensor pattern to sense the liquid level
2. PSoC 4 device with the CapSense Component to measure the sensors and calculate the liquid level

This section provides a high-level overview of how they integrate into a larger system. Both design elements are described in detail in Section 3.

2.1 Block Diagram
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the CY8CKIT-022 Liquid-Level Sensing Shield kit, showing the simplicity of a PSoC 4-based liquid-level sensing design. Most designs require only a PSoC 4 device and a CapSense liquid sensor. Other system features can be integrated into the PSoC 4 device to further reduce system costs.

2.2 Hardware Requirements
To implement CapSense liquid-level sensing hardware, you need a PSoC 4 device and liquid-level sensors attached to a liquid container. Develop them as detailed in this application note or use those provided in the CY8CKIT-022 for an out-of-the-box, ready-to-run solution.
The CY8CKIT-022 kit plugs into the CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit development platform from Cypress. Code Example CE202479 provides liquid-level sensing example projects targeting the two kits. Figure 2 shows how the CY8CKIT-022 kit connects to the CY8CKIT-042 kit.

Figure 2. CY8CKIT-022 Connected to CY8CKIT-042

3 System Theory

This section provides a high-level description of the principle of capacitive sensing. For more CapSense operational and design details, see the Getting Started with CapSense® design guide and the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide.

3.1 CapSense Basics

Capacitive liquid-level sensors are conductive pads or traces laid on a nonconductive material such as PCB, plastic, or glass. The intrinsic capacitance of the PCB trace, pads, and other sensor connections is called the sensor parasitic capacitance ($C_P$), as Figure 3 shows.

When a target object such as water approaches the sensor, a small amount of liquid capacitance ($C_L$) is added to the $C_P$, as Figure 4 shows. Liquid-level sensing involves measuring the increased capacitance when water is near the sensor.

Figure 3. Capacitance and Electric Field of a Capacitive Liquid-Level Sensor

Figure 4. Added Capacitance ($C_L$) When Liquid Approaches a Capacitive Sensor
The PSoC 4 CapSense Component provided in the PSoC Creator IDE measures the capacitance by injecting a current into the sensor with a current Digital to Analog Converter (IDAC). A timer measures how long it takes the sensor’s voltage to charge to a reference voltage using a comparator. When the conversion is complete, the timer counts the value that measured the IDAC charge time as the raw sensor value used in calculations.

3.2 Environmental Effects

There are several important factors that can affect both the resolution and accuracy of liquid-level sensing. These effects are caused by variations in the sensor capacitance resulting in inaccurate measurements.

3.2.1 Temperature

Temperature fluctuations during operation have the most significant impact on performance. With finger-activated CapSense buttons (as compared to liquid level sensing), the sensor value while not pressed is tracked over time to account for any ambient temperature-induced offset. This compensated non-pressed value is called the baseline. In touch applications, this is possible because most of the time, the sensor is not touched. Additionally, the relatively short touch events provide a large instantaneous change in sensor values.

In liquid-level sensing applications, temperature compensation is more difficult. Unlike normally non-touched, finger-activated CapSense buttons, we cannot assume that the liquid sensor is uncovered with liquid as it may be covered to any level for any length of time. We must, therefore, compensate for temperature variation through the use of algorithms and optimized sensor designs. It is also important to accept that temperature has an impact on accuracy—design tradeoffs must be made to achieve an acceptable accuracy level. Specific temperature compensation methods are detailed in the sections describing each sensor pattern.

A secondary effect of temperature is condensation. A liquid that is significantly colder than the ambient air temperature may cause condensation to form on the sensor surface. Condensation may cause a higher capacitance, which in turn causes an increased error. Condensation during low-temperature testing can be reduced by insulating the surface of the sensor. Another technique is to provide a small insulating air gap between the liquid container and the sensor substrate. The air gap should be no larger than 3 mm for best performance.

3.2.2 Parasitic Capacitance

Parasitic capacitance ($C_P$) is the unwanted capacitance that exists between parts of an electronic circuit simply because they are located close to each other. The CapSense Component measures the total capacitance, which is the total of parasitic and liquid capacitance ($C_{TOTAL} = C_P + C_L$) within the limits of its dynamic range. In systems where $C_P$ is larger, the parameter of interest, $C_L$, is the smaller of the total measured signal. This reduces the system sensitivity to liquid presence and therefore total system accuracy.

The main components of parasitic capacitance in CapSense designs are trace capacitance and sensor capacitance. $C_P$ is a nonlinear function of sensor size, trace length, trace width, and trace-to-trace spacing. There is no simple relation between $C_P$ and PCB layout features, but general principles exist. Increases in sensor size, increases in trace length and width, and decreases in the annular gap all cause an increase in $C_P$. One way to reduce $C_P$ is to increase the gap between the sensor and ground. Unfortunately, widening the gap between sensor and ground decreases noise immunity. More detailed layout guidance is provided in section 4.

3.2.3 Mechanical Variations

Mechanical variations within the system can take many forms but all result in a change to the sensors’ $C_P$. There are two types of mechanical variations.

1. Static variation is generally caused by manufacturing tolerances in the sensor assembly, PCB, and sensor alignment to the liquid container. Static variations, if understood and controlled, are compensated for during manufacturing with the baseline calibration operation described in the sensor sections 3.5 and 3.6.

2. Dynamic variation is caused by changes during operation. These changes often manifest themselves as changes to $C_P$ by changing the sensor’s capacitor dimensions. Similar to temperature changes, dynamic variation is difficult to compensate for. It is best to design the system to minimize dynamic mechanical variation effects on the sensors.

The most common mechanical variation encountered is a change in the distance between capacitor plates, where the first plate is the sensor and the second plate is the liquid surface. This can be caused by air bubbles in the adhesive used to attach the sensors to the container—the bubbles grow and shrink with air pressure. Another cause occurs when the sensors are not directly attached to the liquid container allowing a changing air gap between the container wall and the sensor substrate. To reduce these effects, ensure that there are no air bubbles present and the mechanical design is sufficient to maintain accurate sensor alignment.
3.3 CapSense Component Setup

Liquid-level sensing uses the standard PSoC Creator IDE’s CapSense_CSD Component to scan the liquid-level sensors. The Component functionality primarily supports touch applications and a touch-based baseline algorithm. Because liquid-level sensing requires a fixed baseline and custom liquid-level algorithms, we do not use the post-processing offered by the Component’s standard touch Widgets or SmartSense™ auto-tuning capability. Instead, we use Generic sensors that provide only a raw capacitive value. Custom firmware is used to implement the liquid-level sensing algorithms. Parameters not discussed in this section either have no effect for liquid-level sensing or should remain at their default values. For more information on the Component parameters and their effects on tuning, see the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide and PSoC 4 CapSense_CSD Component datasheet.

Begin the CapSense Component setup by selecting Manual with run-time tuning as the tuning method on the General tab, as Figure 5 shows. You can also select Manual tuning, but the tuning parameters are then hard-coded making tuning during development more time consuming. Do not select Auto (SmartSense) tuning, because it is not designed for liquid-level sensing and results in an incorrect tuning solution.

In most designs, the Compensation IDAC can be left Disabled. It is acceptable to Enable it to explore additional tuning options.

![Figure 5. CapSense Component General Tab](image)

On the Widgets Config tab, select the Generics tree branch and click Add generic to add the number of sensor elements, as Figure 6 shows. Generic sensors provide only a raw capacitance value without the touch-processing overhead. Scan resolution is the only tuning parameter that generic widgets have. Scan resolution determines the maximum resolution of the CapSense scan and therefore, the resulting scan time. In liquid-level sensing designs, a longer scan may be used to increase the liquid-level resolution. A good starting resolution is 14 bits; it can be modified later based on performance.
Only a few parameters on the Advanced tab are applicable to liquid-level sensing, as Figure 7 shows. The IDAC range may require modification from its default value of 4x if tuning is unable to converge on a valid raw count range. This is described in the tuning section of the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide. The high CP of the CY8CKIT-022 Liquid Level Sensing Shield kit requires the 8x IDAC range. The Analog switch drive source parameter should be set to PRS-12b to maximize the sensors noise immunity. The Inactive sensor connection, Shield, and Guard Sensor must all remain in their default settings as their purpose is to reduce the impact of water in touch designs. In liquid-level sense designs, we want to maximize the effect of water on the sensors.
3.4 Sensor Pattern Choice

Two sensor patterns are supported by this application note. See Table 1 to determine which sensor pattern is best suited to a given set of design constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Design Attribute</th>
<th>Differential Sensor</th>
<th>Segmented Sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of required CapSense sensors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 or more (Typically 10-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor pattern constraints</td>
<td>Both sensors must be the same size and specific triangular shape</td>
<td>Each sensor may be a different size and shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Linear, ≈1 mm</td>
<td>Determined by the total height of the container divided by the number of sensors. ( \geq 1 ) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Typically, 20% accurate near empty improving to 5% accurate near full</td>
<td>Maximum accuracy is equal to the largest sensor’s height and may be improved at critical levels by using shorter sensors (Typically, each sensor height is 5-10% of the total sensor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Segmented Sensors

The most accurate and flexible sensor pattern is an array of sensor segments equally spaced from the top to the bottom of the liquid container. Each segment of the example sensor pattern #1 shown in Figure 8 provides an incremental portion of the total liquid level. While the ‘segmented’ pattern requires more sensor elements and pins compared to the 2-sensor differential version, it allows liquid-level resolution to be customized for each design.

![Figure 8. Segmented Sensor Examples](image)

Sensor design and placement is very flexible allowing the sensor shape to fit within a given industrial design and provide resolution tailored to specific portions of the container.

- Sensor Height – Each sensor’s height is independent of the other sensors in the array. Changing the sensor height allows a small number of sensors to provide increased accuracy at critical levels such as empty and full, while providing decreased resolution in the middle of the container. The example sensor #1 shown in Figure 8 uses a single height for most of the sensors and \( \frac{1}{2} \) height sensors at the top and bottom to increase the accuracy at empty and full levels.
- Sensor Shape – Individual sensor shapes may be any geometric solid to assist in arranging the sensor array on complex shaped liquid containers or to account for industrial design constraints. Typical constraints include custom blow-moulded containers and pour spouts or mounting flanges that would otherwise block sensor placement as shown in example #3 of Figure 8.

- Sensor Placement – Sensors are usually evenly spaced along the container’s height as shown in example #1 of Figure 8. If the application only needs liquid-level information at specific levels, sensors can be clustered at some levels and completely absent at other levels as shown in the example #2 of Figure 8. At the lowest limit of resolution, a single sensor can indicate a single critical liquid level, such as when the container is empty as shown in the example #4 of Figure 8.

### 3.5.1 General Operation

The segmented sensor pattern provides the highest accuracy across all operating conditions and is the best choice for most designs. The sensor pattern is segmented allowing each sensor element to accurately measure the liquid level in its limited range. Each sensor generates a binary output when it is half covered with liquid, by comparing the sensor counts with a reference value. The reported liquid level is the height of the highest sensor covered with liquid; if using an equally sized sensor array, it is the sum of the covered sensors multiplied by the height of each sensor.

In the example #1 sensor pattern shown in Figure 8, the top and bottom sensors are each half the height and area of the other sensors, thereby increasing the measurement resolution and accuracy at the empty and full limits. The two half-height sensors combined have the same height as one full-size sensor, thereby reducing the equivalent number of full-height sensors by one. Maximum liquid-level error is equal to 100% divided by the number of equally spaced sensors. The maximum error for the 12-sensor example is 100% divided by 11 (11 = 10 full height + ½ height + ½ height) which equals 9% for the full-height sensors. The typical error is half of the maximum error, which is 4.6% for the sensor shown in example #1. Due to the binary output of each sensor, the reported liquid level of the segmented sensors is stair-step compared to the actual liquid level as seen in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. 12 Sensor Segmented Response](image-url)

### 3.5.2 Liquid-Level Calculations

The calculation of liquid level from segmented sensors is very simple and comprises the following four main steps:

1. Measure static baseline of sensors.

   The absolute value of each sensor is not important for determining whether liquid is present because the parasitic capacitance of the sensor and device-to-device variations can greatly impact the sensor’s base value relative to other sensors and finished units. Prior to use, the raw value baseline of each sensor in an empty liquid container must be determined. The baseline values should be measured for each unit during manufacturing test and stored in nonvolatile memory. On subsequent bootups, the baseline values are recalled for use.

   Liquid level is the most accurate when the operating conditions and temperature are most similar to the baseline measurement conditions. It is recommended to measure the baseline value at a temperature near the center of
the operating temperature range for improved accuracy. An optional method to increase the accuracy uses a temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the liquid or container and modify the baseline value within an experimentally derived range.

2. Remove static baseline from sensors counts.
   During normal operation, each sensor’s baseline value is subtracted from its raw value to find the difference counts. Difference counts are then limited to positive values and optionally scaled to a normalized value to account for sensors of different sizes and capacitance values.

3. Determine which sensor segments are covered with liquid.
   To determine whether a sensor is covered with liquid, its difference counts are compared to a threshold value as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows the difference counts from each sensor as the container is filled. The data samples shown were recorded at one-second intervals while filling the container at a calibrated 1 mm per second rate. If the difference counts are above the threshold, it indicates that the sensor is covered and the binary state recorded. Hysteresis can optionally be added to the threshold to reduce the sensor state oscillation due to noise near the threshold value.
   The threshold value should be set at ½ the sensor difference counts when fully covered with liquid. The ½ max threshold value ensures good level-sensing performance across a wide operating temperature range.
   Sensor arrays with equally sized and spaced sensors can record the total number of sensors covered. Sensor arrays with irregularly sized or positioned sensors should record which sensor is the highest active sensor.

   Figure 10. Segmented 12 Sensor Difference Count Versus Sample Number During Fill

4. Calculate the liquid height.
   If the total number of equally sized sensors covered is known, then multiply the number of covered sensors by the standard sensor height. Standard sensor height equals the total sensor pattern height divided by the number of sensors. If the highest sensor covered is known, look up the height of that sensor from an array that contains the height of each sensor. Both methods result in a stair-stepped response as shown in Figure 9.
   The calculated liquid height can optionally be filtered as required by the system response and converted to percent full by dividing the reported height by the total sensor pattern height.
3.5.3 Accuracy

Because each sensor provides a binary contribution to the liquid level, the maximum error is limited to the highest partially covered sensor. The 12-sensor example design described in this section has a typical error of ±7 mm (± 4.6%) because the sensors are 14-mm high. The error has the following three components that combine for the total error:

1. Quantized error is formed by the resolution of the sensor’s physical size and is ± half of the sensors height. For example, a 10-mm tall sensor has a quantized error of ± 5 mm. Decreasing the sensor height improves the accuracy. The sensor height should always be greater than or equal to the container wall thickness to ensure sufficient signal level.

2. Temperature error is caused by temperature variations from the baseline temperature that change material permittivities. Temperature deviation in liquid-level sensing applications is typically less than 25% of the full-scale sensor value. Increasing the number of sensors decreases the temperature component of error.

3. Random errors are caused by parametric deviations and electronic interference in the system and difficult to calculate. Random errors can never be eliminated but can be minimized by following the design and layout recommendations found in the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide.

3.6 Differential Sensors

The differential sensor method uses the ratio value of two sensors with triangular patterns and provides a low-cost method of determining the liquid level. The pattern shown in Figure 11 looks similar to a backgammon game board and is therefore commonly referred to as the ‘backgammon’ pattern. The differential method provides a reduced accuracy compared to the segmented sensor but requires only two sensors for reduced sensor cost. The sensor pattern is composed of two sensors shaped so that the ratio of their values is equal to the percent value of the liquid level.

![Differential Sensor Example](image)
3.6.1 General Operation
The simplest sensor pattern is the differential pattern as only two sensors are required. The two key differences from the segmented pattern are reduced accuracy near the empty level and strict layout requirements for the two sensors.

The sensors are required to be right triangles with the bottom edge of Sensor0 and bottom point of Sensor1 at the empty liquid level while the opposite top edge and point must be at the full liquid level. While both sensors are covered to the same level with liquid, the total surface area covered by each sensor is very different. The sensor area covered by liquid directly relates to the total capacitance seen by each sensor. We can see in Figure 12 that Sensor0’s value is increasing faster than Sensor1’s value because it has more area in contact with the liquid just above the empty level than the small point of Sensor1. As we approach the full liquid level, we can see that Sensor0’s rate of change decreases approaching the point while Sensor1’s remains constant right up to the 100% level.

![Figure 12. 2-Sensor Differential Values](image)

Because sensor count values are small near the empty level, any sensor error is magnified into a large error in liquid level. As the liquid level increases, the same error value becomes a smaller portion of the total value; therefore, the accuracy is best at the full level. So, the differential sensor should not be used in designs that require accurate determination of an empty container.

The differential nature of the sensors also requires that both sensors be of exactly the same size, have the same exposure to the liquid, and the same parasitic capacitance. Even an optimally constructed sensor pattern has errors impacting the calculated liquid level; therefore, a method of compensating the reported level is provided.
We can see in Figure 13 that the calculated liquid level output is more linear than the segmented sensor pattern and there is a large error ‘spike’ near empty on the ‘Ratio Basic’ graph.

3.6.2 Liquid-Level Calculations

The calculation of liquid level from differential sensors is a simple ratio calculation. There are four steps:

1. Measure the static baseline of sensors.
   The baseline storage process and reason are the same as for the segmented sensor pattern.

2. Remove the static baseline from sensors counts.
   During normal operation, each sensor’s baseline value is subtracted from its raw value to find the difference counts. The difference counts are then limited to positive values.

3. Calculate the sensor ratio.
   The sensor ratio is calculated as Sensor1 divided by Sensor0 when using the sensor pattern shown in Figure 11. The resulting ratio is shown as the ‘Ratio Basic’ graph in Figure 13.
   Due to the small values on Sensor0, which is the denominator of our ratio equation, any error or offset on Sensor1 is magnified as can be seen with the 0.2 spike (20% error) in the ratio near the empty level. To reduce this error, we can add a small positive offset to Sensor0’s value to minimize the effect of the error. By adding an offset of +25 counts to Sensor0’s difference counts in the example data, the error is cut in half as ‘Ratio w/Offset’ shows in Figure 13. The greater the offset value, the smaller the empty error becomes, but the greater the full error. The offset of +25 counts decreases the maximum ratio possible to 0.98 of the full liquid level, and is never reported as 100% full.
   One additional special case checked for are divide by zero errors if Sensor0 = 0. To avoid this if Sensor0 = 0 then we skip the ratio calculation and set the liquid level to 0%.

4. Compensate the sensor ratio.
   We saw in step 3 how the ratio error can be reduced, but there still may be original or offset-induced linearity issues with the reported liquid level. The ‘Ratio w/Comp’ graph in Figure 13 shows the improvement in accuracy that can be attained by performing a slope and offset modification to the ‘Ratio w/Offset’ value. The combination of a small slope adjustment and offset further reduces the error near empty as well as allows the full value to reach a ratio of 1.0 (100%). The compensated ratio is calculated by multiplying the offset ratio with an experimentally derived constant and then adding an offset constant. In most designs, these constants will both be near 1.
   The calculated liquid height can optionally be filtered as required by the system response and converted to height in millimeters by multiplying the reported ratio by the total sensor-pattern height.

![Figure 13. 2 Sensor Differential Response](image-url)
3.6.3 Accuracy

Because of the small numbers used in the ratio calculation near the empty level, the calculated liquid level is least accurate near empty. The two-sensor example design described in this section has a typical error of ±15% (± 23 mm) near empty. The error has the following three components that combine for the total error:

1. Small number errors are caused by the large error produced when small numbers are used to calculate a ratio. For example, an error of 1 divided by 100 is a 1% error, while an error of 1 divided by 2 is a 50% error. This error is intrinsic to the differential design but can be reduced by adding a positive offset to the denominator sensor value. As the added offset increases, the error at the full level increases, which can be partially compensated for. The optimal offset and compensation slope equation constants must be experimentally determined for each design.

2. Temperature error is created by the sensor value offset caused by temperature deviation from the baseline temperature. Temperature deviation in liquid-level sensing applications is typically less than 25% of the full-scale sensor value. Temperature affects both sensors simultaneously; therefore, the temperature effect is less than 25% as the offsets partially cancel out.

3. Random errors are caused by parametric deviations and electronic interference in the system and difficult to calculate. Random errors can never be eliminated but can be minimized by following the design and layout recommendations provided in the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide.

The ratiometric calculations require fraction values to maintain accuracy. While floating-point numbers could be used, they result in larger and slower code. To provide the required accuracy and avoid floating-point numbers and calculations, fixed precision values are used instead. If you are not familiar with fixed precision numbers and calculations, see articles on the subject at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixed-point_arithmetic and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_scaling.

4 Sensor Layout

4.1 General Layout Considerations

Liquid-level sensor layout guidelines are nearly identical to the CapSense touch layout guidelines in the PSoC® 4 CapSense® Design Guide, therefore only key highlights and differences are presented in this application note.

- The industrial design should ensure that the sensors and traces are isolated from conductive materials or sources of interference. Air gaps provide the best isolation from conductive objects as the relative permittivity of air is the lowest available at 1.0. An air gap of at least 5 mm provides excellent isolation when used with a hatched ground plane. As conductive objects approach closer to the sensors, the effectiveness of a hatched ground decreases as more of the sensors’ field escapes between the hatched lines to the conductive object.

- The liquid container can be any nonconductive material. Materials with higher relative permittivity perform better by increasing the signal level of sensors. Material guidelines are the same as for touch application overlay materials shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>εr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass (Standard)</td>
<td>7.6 – 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass (Ceramic)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarbonate (Lexan®)</td>
<td>2.9 – 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic (Plexiglass®)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>2.4 – 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Container wall thickness should be minimized, because thinner walls increase the sensor signal level. Container walls thinner than 5 mm give the best performance. Thicker walls can be used with increased scan times and possible decreases in accuracy.

- The sensor-to-container adhesive must be nonconductive and should have a high permittivity. 3M™ 467MP and 468MP transfer tapes provide excellent performance.

- Parasitic capacitance, C_p, should be minimized to maximize the sensors’ response to liquids. The area of each sensor in the sensor pattern should be less than 3,000 mm². The space between sensors should be equal to the
container wall thickness or 1 mm, whichever is wider. Minimum sensors area is 25 mm² while optimal performance is typically found near 150 mm².

- Sensor and PCB board thickness should be greater than 0.25 mm to maximize the gap between the sensors and the ground plane.
- Sensor trace width should be no wider than 7 mil (0.18 mm) with a 10 mil to 20 mil (0.25 mm to 0.51 mm) clearance. Trace length should be minimized and ideally less than 30 cm.
- Sensor traces should be routed on the PCB side opposite the liquid surface to reduce interaction. Traces should also be routed at least 0.25 mm from switching signals and should ideally have a ground between them. If sensor traces must cross switching signals, they should cross at right angles.
- A ground plane must be used on the top and bottom of the PCB, wherever sensor traces are present, to increase sensor immunity to electronic interference. To limit sensor Cp, the ground planes over and under the sensors and traces must be hatched with a 17% fill (7-mil line, 70-mil spacing). All other areas should use a solid ground plane optimized for precision analog circuits.
- Power supply decoupling capacitors should be provided as recommended in the device datasheet to minimize noise in the high-sensitivity analog system of PSoC CapSense.
- GPIO pins used for sensors should have 560-Ω resistors in series with the sensors, placed as close to the pin as practical for increased EMI immunity.

4.2 Segmented Sensor Pattern Considerations
There are no additional requirements for segmented sensor patterns, as the sensors can be of any practical shape.

4.3 Differential Sensor Pattern Considerations
The differential sensor pattern has the following additional unique constraints to ensure performance:

- Both sensors must be as close in size as possible to provide matched Cp.
- Both sensor traces should have similar routing to provide matched Cp.
- Both sensors must be precisely aligned and mirrored right triangles, as Figure 11 shows.
- The optimal height-to-width aspect ratio of each sensor is 8:1. Sensor aspect ratios should fall within the range of 16:1 to 1:1 with lower ratios providing greater accuracy.

5 Summary
This application note provided guidance on the design and implementation of capacitive liquid-level sensing. Two sensor patterns and algorithms were presented to allow optimization of the design to meet requirements.
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